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Plans are underway to establish a new flight information region in a busy air corridor over the Middle East.

Since 2018, Qatar has been campaigning to control its own airspace by establishing the Doha FIR  – a
process that would involve cutting the existing OBBB/Bahrain FIR in half.

For the first time, an improving political environment has led ICAO to give Qatar the go-ahead, as long as it
can work directly with Bahrain to sort out all of the technical side of things. When established, over thirty
percent of traffic in and out of the UAE will pass through the new airspace and so it is worth taking a
closer look.

A little background.

With the exception of terminal airspace at OTHH/Doha, Qatar’s air traffic is controlled by Bahrain in a long
standing agreement. Qatar first proposed to assume control over its own airspace three years back – a
suggestion that was opposed by several countries including the UAE, Saudi Arabia and Bahrain.

Why?

Primarily because it came at a politically sensitive time.

Just the year before a diplomatic crisis led to Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Bahrain and Egypt (among others)
cutting ties with Qatar. From an aviation perspective, a blockade was formed which prevented Qatari
registered aircraft from using their airspace and vice versa. From an operational perspective there was
likely little regional appetite to release a large chunk of Middle Eastern airspace into a political road block.

Thus criticisms were quickly tabled. The primary feedback was this:

Qatar hadn’t provided operational justification for the change.
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An additional ANSP in this busy piece of airspace would make co-ordination more complicated.

Safety may be compromised, while cost would go up for operators.

Bahraini air traffic control had done a great job of safe and efficient flow of traffic for decades,
why change?

Capacity would tank.

Qatar on the other hand argued that the proposal would improve safety while providing some economic
award for the industry too.

Then things changed.

Earlier this year while the world continued to revel in the ‘delights’ of a certain pandemic, the political
situation for aviation in the Middle East changed for the better. Following a successful GCC summit, the
blockade was lifted. Meaning all parties could once again use each other’s airspace. Tensions subsided and
it was good news for fuel burns and flight times.

A successful GCC Summit this year saw the Qatar Blockade lifted.

Enter the Chicago Convention.

The what? Spoiler alert: It has nothing to do with the Cubs. It’s basically the landmark agreement among
all ICAO member states that establishes the core principles for international ops. It’s a big deal. Buried
within its many hallowed pages is this: each state has ‘complete and exclusive sovereignty over
the airspace above its territory’. And ICAO have agreed that in this case, the principle applies.

So what is the proposed airspace going to look like?

 Pictures are always better than words. So here are some pictures:
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Why do ICAO only agree ‘provisionally’?

Because quite a bit of work needs to happen behind the scenes to make the proposal a reality.

Essentially Qatar has to do two things:

Prove that safe and efficient systems and infrastructure are in place in their airspace to1.
be.

They need to work directly with Bahrain to report back on all of the technical arrangements2.
that will make the proposal real. It is not the easiest task for either side given diplomatic
histories but in promising signs for the region, work is under way.

What happens now?

Qatar and Bahrain are due to report back to ICAO later this year, likely November or December. How long
after that meeting the changes may be implemented is still up in the air (bad pun not intended).

But keep an eye out for updates on the change which appears to now be well on its way to altering the
skies over the Middle East.


